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1	 Executive Summary 

1.1	 Purpose of Report 

1.1.1.	 The Bridge Feasibility Study provides supporting evidence to the Local Development 
Framework Concept Statements for Tipner, Port Solent and Horsea Island. The study forms 
part of the emerging ‘Portsmouth Plan’. 

1.1.2.	 The purpose of the Bridge Feasibility Study is to provide outline and high level evidence 
demonstrating the potential for a bridge link between Horsea Island and Tipner in a civil 
engineering context. It also outlines the onward process of delivering a crossing. 

1.1.3.	 The study reflects a partnering approach between Peter Brett Associates, Atkins and Savills 
on behalf of Portsmouth City Council. 

1.1.4.	 Peter Brett Associates have led the high level civil engineering design and feasibility of the 
bridge. This work includes considering different alignment options and providing advice on 
the broad level of construction costs for the various alignment options available. An outline 
of process delivery including potential funding streams has also been advised. 

1.1.5.	 Atkins have undertaken a separate study entitled the ‘Draft Western Corridor Transport 
Strategy’ for Portsmouth (May 2010) and much of their analysis contained in Section 3 of this 
report relates from that broader work. That study concluded that without the bridge there 
would be a maximum level of development that could be provided at the Port Solent and 
Horsea Island sites, based on available junction capacity (it was also noted, not relevant to 
this study that without the Tipner Interchange there was also a maximum amount of 
development that could be provided at Tipner). The assessment and modelling applied to 
this wider study has been useful in understanding the benefits and the justification for a new 
bridge. 

1.2	 Justification of the Scheme 

1.2.1.	 The modelling and transport evidence referred to below is intended to confirm or otherwise 
at an early stage the need for the bridge link to enable full development of the Port Solent 
and Horsea Island sites. The modelling exercise undertaken is on a comparative basis of 
two future scenarios (with and without the bridge) and is therefore intended to inform 
planning decisions. In this summary a number of key findings can be drawn from the 
assessments discussed above to inform the evidence base for the bridge link: 

Enabling The Development 

�	 Without the bridge link access to the Horsea Island and Port Solent development 
strategic sites would be reliant on the Port Way access road, whereas the main access 
point for the Tipner site would be retained via the proposed Tipner Interchange on the 
M275; 

�	 In the absence of the bridge link development related traffic travelling between Horsea 
Island/Port Solent sites to central areas of the city centre (for example) will be subject 
to lengthy detours relative to a scenario which includes the bridge link. Average peak 
hour journey times to reach the central areas by car would increase by half an hour, 
resulting from a combination of increased distances travelled (four kilometres to the 
city centre) and higher levels of congestion and delays at key junctions; 
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�	 Without the bridge link the resulting poorer levels of accessibility and congestion mean 
that the development will be less attractive and therefore reduced take up of housing, 
commercial space and regeneration; 

�	 In large part, the wider impact of not including the bridge link in delivering the 
Portsmouth Plan housing allocation within the western corridor area appears to be 
restricted to a couple of key junctions on the immediate highway network, including; 

- The M27 junction with Port Way; and 

- Johnson & Johnson Junction. 

�	 It is noted that the traffic impact of excluding the bridge link is negligible beyond the 
immediately adjacent network junctions – identifying the bridge link as a local scheme 
based on the extent of its impacts; 

Accessibility, Connectivity & Public Transport 

�	 Similarly, without the bridge link, the Horsea Island and Port Solent sites would not be 
served directly by the express bus services; hence development related trips wishing 
to continue using public transport would be reliant on local bus services. As a result 
public transport travellers between the development sites and the central areas would 
be subject to increases in travel times of up to half an hour, and therefore the mode 
share of car trips increases to nearly 75% from around 65% with the link (i.e. public 
transport mode share drops from 35% to 25%). With increased accessibility to public 
transport, the inclusion of the bridge link therefore achieves greater mode shift to 
sustainable (non-car) modes of transport; 

�	 Albeit a local scheme in transport modelling terms, the bridge link should be 
considered major infrastructure in a city-wide context as it is required to enable 
significant residential development and regeneration and would also enable access 
through Port Solent, Horsea Island and Tipner for regional / express bus routes 
principally from Waterlooville to Portsmouth and Fareham to Portsmouth (also known 
as BRT/ZIP).1 

�	 The bridge link will connect Tipner and Horsea Island significantly reducing severance 
between the two development locations and improving site permeability and access to 
jobs, services and public transport. Thereby removing the present requirement for bus 
services to terminate at Tipner and Port Solent which would have the benefit of 
reduced journey times and increased operational efficiency. Furthermore, the omission 

1 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
The regional express bus services referred to in this report are part of a wider proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
network for South Hampshire. One of the underlying objectives for sustainable development for Portsmouth is for 
public transport to have an impact on congestion both now and in the future on the approaches to the City Centre. 
To achieve a higher share of journeys using public transport, and significantly improved journey times for public 
transport users in the Western Corridor into the city will require a step change in the provision of public transport. 
Transport for South Hampshire has developed a conceptual BRT network for connections between the major 
centres in south Hampshire. The rationale behind the BRT network is that it should be designed to attract car 
users with competitive journey times and frequencies. It would operate where practical and feasible with the 
highest levels of segregation and priority over other vehicles and use high quality vehicles which are more like 
trams than buses. 

Phase 1 of the South Hampshire BRT network between Gosport and Fareham has now received funding and it is 
hoped that it will be operational by 2011. Fastrack in Kent is the closest comparison to the BRT envisioned for 
south east Hampshire. The Cambridge Guided Bus Way, when completed, will also reflect this definition with 
strong links to new housing and employment development. 
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of the bridge link would also have an acute impact on servicing Horsea Island from 
other areas in central Portsmouth; 

Viability And Funding 

�	 A number of methods of financing the new bridge are available owing to the broad 
range of local and regional benefits. A preliminary high level benefit to cost 
assessment under these conditions suggests a strong case for the bridge link with an 
indicative ratio of benefits to costs of around 10 to 1 which reflects on the points 
above. 
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1.3	 Engineering Feasibility and Alignment Options 

1.3.1.	 There were four alignment options that have been considered. These alignments are 
summarised in the following tables. Each of these options was considered for two height 
options. The high level option was defined as one that replicates the height of the existing 
M275 bridge and a low level option was 1.5 metres lower than that level. 

OPTION A 

Key Bridge Statistics: 
•	 Bridge – approx 104m long as existing adjacent M275 bridge (50m main span, with 2 no. 27m 

side spans) 
•	 Approach retaining walls within M275 embankment – approx 260m long 
•	 Culverted embankment across mudflats – approx 140m long 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Shortest bridge crossing route • Impact on adjacent motorway operation during 
•	 Utilises existing reclaimed land at the toe construction
 

of M275 embankment • Adjacent motorway traffic encourages link
 
•	 Most discrete crossing road traffic to travel faster (low level version 
•	 Likely form of construction enables bridge could provide some mitigation for this) 

to vary in depth, improving the aesthetics • Long retaining walls required for approaches 
of the bridge elevation • Interaction with Highways Agency required on 

•	 Northern and Southern approaches can the northern approach 
remain within Portsmouth City Council • Interface with existing architectural feature on 
land M275 bridge 

•	 Main span length would need to match 
existing M275 bridge, putting it outside the 
range of common UK construction techniques 
for concrete bridges. For example, insitu 
balanced cantilever construction, rather than 
precast prestressed beams would be used 

•	 Environmental impact of significant 
embankment across mudflats and the need for 
compliance with the Habitats Regulations 

Construction Estimate £19.2 million (plus £4.5 million for connection from Port Solent to Horsea 
Island) 
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OPTION B 

Key Bridge Statistics: 
•	 Bridge – approx 250m long (40m main span, with 6 no. 25m side spans and 2 no 30m side
 

spans)
 
•	 Reduced main span length of 40m assumed acceptable due to separation from M275 bridge 
•	 75m southern approach ramp on reinforced soil to reduce footprint and mitigate impact on listed 

building as the road to lowers to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 
•	 45m northern approach ramp for road to lower to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Shortest overall length (compared with • Environmental disturbance to harbour bed from 

combined length in Option A of bridge, construction of 8 no. piers and the need for 
approach retaining walls and compliance with the Habitats Regulations 
embankment across mudflats) • Most economic form of construction leads to 

•	 Assuming 40m main span permissible, aesthetic challenge of flat soffits (GRP cladding 
can be constructing using common UK included to provide some mitigation for this) 
construction techniques for concrete • Requires land negotiation for the southern 
bridges (i.e. precast prestressed beams) approach 

•	 Separation from M275 would allow • Proximity of listed buildings on the south side 
development of a landmark gateway gives rise to a challenging horizontal alignment 
structure (for additional cost) 

Construction Estimate £21.4 million (plus £4.5 million for connection from Port Solent to Horsea Island) 
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OPTION C 

Key Bridge Statistics: 
•	 Bridge – approx 440m long (40m main span, with 16 no. 25m side spans) 
•	 Reduced main span length of 40m assumed acceptable due to separation from M275 bridge 
•	 45m approach ramps at each end for road to lower to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Assuming 40m main span permissible, • Environmental disturbance to harbour bed from 

can be constructing using common UK construction of 16 no. piers and the need for 
construction techniques for concrete compliance with the Habitats Regulations 
bridges (i.e. precast prestressed beams) • Most economic form of construction leads to 

•	 Separation from M275 would allow aesthetic challenge of flat soffits (GRP cladding 
development of a landmark gateway indicated to provide some mitigation for this) 
structure (for additional cost) • Higher cost crossing 

•	 Southern approach alignment could be
 
adjusted to remain within Portsmouth
 
City Council land (some approach
 
retaining wall would be required along
 
the M275 embankment)
 

Construction Estimate £29.3 million (plus £4.5 million for connection from Port Solent to Horsea Island) 
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OPTION D 

Key Bridge Statistics: 
• Bridge – approx 540m long (40m main span, with 20 no. 25m side spans) 
• Reduced main span length of 40m assumed acceptable due to separation from M275 bridge 
• 60m approach ramps at each end for road to lower to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Assuming 40m main span • Environmental disturbance to harbour bed from 

permissible, can be constructing construction of 20 no. piers and the need for compliance 
using common UK construction with the Habitats Regulations 
techniques for concrete bridges (i.e. • Most economic form of construction leads to aesthetic 
precast prestressed beams) challenge of flat soffits (GRP cladding indicated to provide 

•	 Separation from M275 would allow some mitigation for this)
 
development of a landmark gateway • Higher cost crossing
 
structure (for additional cost)
 

•	 Southern approach remains within
 
Portsmouth City Council land
 

Cost Estimate £36.0 million (plus £4.5 million for connection from Port Solent to Horsea Island) 

1.3.2.	 Option A may result in comparatively less significant ecological issues and is the lowest cost 
option. It would however provide much less of a land mark to serve the development and 
would require additional works to minimise the intrusion into the former landfill site to the 
north. 

1.3.3.	 Option B would provide more of a land mark and gateway for the development but may 
have more environmental challenges to overcome than A, including routing close to the 
listed buildings. The cost is broadly similar to Option A. This option may be more visually 
intrusive in relation to the listed Portchester Castle situated at the head of Portsmouth 
Harbour. 

1.3.4.	 Option C would result in a very lengthy crossing of the harbour and as such the cost of this 
option is high. The environmental implications of this option are likely to be somewhere 
between those of Options A and B. This option avoids having to re-route the road to the 
south of the former landfill site and would have less implications in relation to the listed 
buildings at Tipner Point. 
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1.3.5.	 Option D would provide a very lengthy crossing and would be expected to have the greatest 
visual implications in relation to Portchester Castle and environmental implications. It would 
also have the highest construction cost of the options. 

1.3.6.	 In terms of their engineering feasibility, it is recommended that Option A and B remain in 
consideration at the current stage of investigation and further progressed. 

1.3.7.	 It is recommended that Options C and D be discounted primarily due to the viability and 
challenging environmental issues which would make these options too difficult to deliver. 

1.4	 Scheme Delivery and Promotion 

1.4.1.	 The bridge link will be required to enable all of the development growth planned at Horsea 
Island and Port Solent as outlined in the Portsmouth Plan. Its implementation is a key 
condition of the planning in the area, however, the timing of implementation will be phased to 
reflect procurement and commercial delivery considerations. There are a number of sources 
of funding for the bridge including (and not restricted to): 

� Developer Funding (CIL/Local Levy/Section 106) 

� Public Subsidy (Local, Regional, National) 

� Local Asset Based Vehicles (LABV) 

1.4.2.	 At this stage, the Feasibility Study acts to illustrate the broad range of potential delivery 
mechanisms to enable the bridge link. This includes technical engineering, high level costs 
and potential mechanisms of delivery. 

1.4.3.	 In environmental terms the broad impacts of the Concept Statements (which all include the 
bridge Options A and B) have been tested by the SA/SEA and the Habitats Regulations 
Assessment for the Portsmouth Plan (see the separate HRA Technical Note). However, the 
specific engineering solutions outlined in this document were not available at the time these 
assessments were made. Future iterations of the SA/SEA and HRA will take further account 
of the engineering solutions outlined in later chapters. The specific environmental impacts 
(and any required mitigation) will be outlined by Environmental Impact Assessment and 
project level HRA at a future date when the bridge proposals are forwarded through the 
planning process. 

1.4.4.	 Clearly, there may be differing environmental impacts between each option. These potential 
impacts are not discussed in detail at this stage, as outlined in the separate HRA Technical 
Note. It could be that a particular bridge option (notably those further away from the M275) 
may have greater environmental impacts, for example disturbance on the SSSI/SPA at 
Portsmouth Harbour and the need for a greater number of supporting piers with possible 
impacts to intertidal habitat. Stakeholder and consultee comments are welcome on these 
aspects to help inform the Portsmouth Plan and onward detailed planning process for the 
bridge. 
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Tipner, Port Solent and Horsea Island 
Bridge Feasibility Study Report prepared for Portsmouth City Council 

Introduction 

2.1.1.	 The Bridge Feasibility Study provides supporting evidence to the Local Development 
Framework, Core Strategy (known as the Portsmouth Plan) Concept Statements for Tipner, 
Port Solent and Horsea Island. 

2.1.2.	 The purpose of the Bridge Feasibility Study is to outline high level evidence which 
demonstrates the potential for a bridge link between Horsea Island and Tipner as being both 
justifiable by evidence and technically feasible in engineering terms. 

2.1.3.	 The City Council does not have a preferred option for the bridge link at present, and is 
consulting on both options A & B (see separate Concept Statements documentation), 
assuming for the purpose of consultation that ecological and planning constraints can be 
overcome through detailed design. The location of the bridge link options is shown by 
Figure1. The Engineering feasibility has considered both high and low level bridge height 
options (the highest being the approximate height of the M275, the lowest approximately 1.5 
metres below this). The position of the City Council is that a bridge link would be a 
requirement of development delivery at Horsea Island, and also Port Solent (subject to 
phased implementation). 

2.1.4.	 The study reflects a partnering approach between Peter Brett Associates, Atkins and Savills 
on behalf of Portsmouth City Council. 

2.1.5.	 Peter Brett Associates have led the high level civil engineering design and feasibility of the 
bridge. This work includes considering different alignment options and providing advice on 
the broad level of construction costs for the various alignment options available. An outline 
of process delivery including potential funding streams has also been advised. 

2.1.6.	 Atkins have undertaken a separate study entitled the ‘Draft Western Corridor Transport 
Strategy’ for Portsmouth and much of their analysis contained in Section 3 of this report 
relates to that broader work. The assessment and modelling applied too this wider study has 
been useful in understanding the benefits and the justification for a new bridge. 

2.1.7.	 The Study does not form a detailed Cost/ Benefit Analysis or include detailed engineering 
drawings. 

2.1.8.	 This report is structured as follows: 

�	 Section 3 - sets out the justification for the new bridge. This section of work has been 
undertaken by Atkins using the Transport Models that they have developed for 
Portsmouth (both a wider SATURN model and a VISSIM model of local junctions). 

�	 Section 4 – covers the assessment undertaken on the engineering feasibility of the 
alignment options for the new bridge. It considers a number of potential alignment 
options and the issues associated with each of these. It also considers the broad level 
of construction costs that each alignment option would be likely to require. 

�	 Section 5 – looks at the potential funding options for the new bridge, the timescales 
and the way forward. 

�	 Section 6 - provides a summary and conclusions to the above. 
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2.1.9.	 As an output this report provides a greater level of understanding for the justification of a 
bridge between Tipner and Horsea Island and the many benefits it could bring. It also 
enables the engineering feasibility and likely construction costs of the preferred options to be 
understood with advice on how the options of the bridge could be promoted and funded. 
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3	 Justification of the Scheme 

3.1	 Introduction 

3.1.1.	 For the purpose of presenting a case in transport terms for the Bridge Link, transport 
modelling assessments have been undertaken based on the multi-modal modelling 
framework (including both strategic and local micro-simulation modelling) that supported the 
recent work to develop the Draft Western Corridor Transport Strategy (May 2010). In 
particular the Western Corridor Preferred Strategy model runs (with the full Portsmouth Plan 
housing allocation) has been assumed here to represent the “with” Horsea Island bridge link 
scenario. 

3.1.2.	 The modelling exercise undertaken in this bridge study is on a comparative basis of two 
future scenarios (with and without the bridge) and is therefore intended to inform planning 
decisions such as primarily the infrastructure needs which in turn facilitates discussions and 
decisions on the Concept Statements / Portsmouth Plan. It is not the intention of the 
scenario undertaken to justify a level of development that can be accessed from Port Way 
without the bridge. 

3.1.3.	 Through comparison of the two modelled scenarios (“with” and “without” the bridge link) 
across the morning and evening peak hours the case for the bridge link has been examined 
at a high level to provide early quantified evidence alongside, and commensurate with the 
policy led / sustainability justifications for the scheme. The remaining sections look at these 
in turn highlighting the merits of the scheme in terms of: 

� A case of the scheme to deliver the Portsmouth Plan housing allocation; 

� Accessibility by local and regional bus services as well as private vehicles; 

� Linking development areas and; 

� Benefit-Cost Assessment. 

3.2	 Case of the Scheme to Deliver the Portsmouth Plan Housing 
Allocations 

3.2.1.	 The concept statement ‘options’ outlines varied levels of housing in a number of ‘scenarios’. 
For the purposes of the Bridge Feasibility Study, and as with the Draft Western Corridor 
Transport Strategy the following assumption on the spread of development has been made 

� Port Solent: 1,000 Units; 

� Horsea Island: 1,000 Units; and 

� Tipner: 1,600 Units. 

3.2.2.	 In effect the maximum development parameter tested for Tipner is 1,600 units, and Port 
Solent and Horsea Island in combination 2,000 units, this is within the parameters of all the 
concept statement options with the exception of option 4 which envisages further 
development at Horsea Island, bringing the total (with Port Solent) to 2,350 units, however 
mirrored by a reduction in development quantum at Tipner of 350 units (total 1,250 units) 
returning the balance. 
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3.2.3.	 Currently, both Port Solent and Horsea Island are accessed via the Port Way junction with 
the A27 Southampton Road. With the bridge link between Tipner and Horsea Island, traffic 
associated with the development at Horsea Island could be accessed via the proposed 
Tipner Interchange on the M275. It is noted that this Interchange has been ‘future-proofed’ 
in its design to accommodate the full quantum of traffic associated with 2,600 residential 
units from both Tipner and Horsea Island; in this scenario Port Way would provide only 
private vehicular the access to development in Port Solent. 

3.2.4.	 Therefore to enable the full residential development associated with the Portsmouth Plan 
“without the bridge link”, the Port Way junction with the M27 and the adjacent road network 
would need to support traffic associated with 2,000 additional residential units from both Port 
Solent and Horsea Island (as well as other business and service related trips). 

3.3	 Highway Network Assessments 

Network Performance 

3.3.1.	 Based on the strategic transport model the performance of the network across the western 
corridor of Portsmouth (during the morning peak hour in 2031) has been compared for the 
‘with bridge’ and ‘without bridge’ scenarios. This demonstrates significant benefits for 
particular journeys to and from the new development sites, particularly in terms of journey 
times and availability of alternatives to the car. This is discussed further in the following 
paragraphs. 

Journey Times 

3.3.2.	 The journey times from Horsea Island/Port Solent strategic sites to the central areas of 
Portsmouth are clearly the most affected without bridge link as both buses and cars are 
required reroute their journeys via the Port Way junction (Table 3.1). Without the bridge link 
the journey time from Horsea Island and Port Solent for buses is affected by at least 30 
minutes as there is no direct bus service and users are required to find connecting services 
en route. 

3.3.3.	 A similar increase can be expected by car drivers travelling from Horsea Island who would 
otherwise use the bridge where the detour and the additional delays together result in an 
extra half hour travel time to the central area. Cars trips from Port Solent who would have 
used the Port Way access would experience up to an additional 10 minutes due to delays at 
the key junctions, particularly Port Way and Johnson & Johnson Roundabout. There is no 
difference in journey times from Tipner to the central areas of Portsmouth. 

3.3.4.	 In summary, without the bridge link, development related traffic travelling between Horsea 
Island/Port Solent sites to central areas of the city (for example) will be subject to lengthy 
detours relative to a scenario which includes the bridge link. 
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Table 3.1 – AM Peak Person Journey time comparison by mode to Portsmouth Central Area (2031) 

Average Journey With Bridges Without Bridges 
Times (minutes) Bus Car Bus Car 

Port Solent 39 35¹ 70 43¹ 
Horsea Island 37 13² 72 43¹ 

Tipner 29 11 30 11 
¹ Via Port Way
 
² Via Tipner Interchange
 

Findings of the Impact on the Highway Network 

3.3.5.	 The findings summarised above demonstrate that whilst adverse impacts of not having the 
bridge link are seen at several key junctions on the surrounding local highway network (with 
increased queues and delay at local junctions) the strategic modelling confirms that the 
impacts are negligible on the wider highway network beyond the local junctions identified, 
and for most non-development related traffic. 

3.3.6.	 In a future scenario where no bridge is provided there is an increased potential for traffic to 
use local routes to avoid queuing and increased delays on the A27 (Southampton Road). 

3.3.7.	 To assess the localised impact of the proposed development with and without the bridge link, 
the operational performance of junctions likely to be affected by an increased volume of 
development traffic has been studied, with average queue lengths and average delays 
performance indicators extracted from the strategic modelling for the network peak hours. 
These form the key junctions leading to and from Portway and with the evidence that the 
majority of development traffic routes to the City Centre via the M275, capture of key 
junctions in the Western Corridor. These include: 

� A27 Southampton Road / Port Way (Access); 

� Johnson & Johnson; 

� Portsbridge Roundabout; 

� M275 Tipner Interchange (Access); 

� Rudmore Roundabout; and 

� Church Street Roundabout. 

3.3.8.	 The model tests show that the omission of the bridge link has the greatest impact on the Port 
Way junction; the performance of other junctions is shown to be marginal. 

3.3.9.	 Tipner Interchange has been designed to accommodate traffic associated with both Tipner 
and Horsea Island in order to ‘future proof’ its design. Without the bridge link connecting 
Horsea Island and Tipner, traffic associated with the additional 1,000 residential units at 
Horsea Island (as well as the 1,000 units at Port Solent) will be completely reliant on Port 
Way for access. The tests show that Port Way in its current form will be unable cope 
operationally with the demand from both Horsea Island and Port Solent developments with 
unacceptable levels of congestion and delays (Table 3.2). Similarly the impact of this 
development traffic follows on to Johnson & Johnson leading to a significant increase in 
congestion and delays on certain movements. 
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Table 3.2 – Performance of A27 Southampton Road / Port Way Junction (2031) AM Peak 

Approach Arm Average Delay 
(seconds) 

With Bridge Without Bridge 
A27 Southampton Road (E) 9 97 

A27 Southampton Road 3 14 
Port Way 8 261 

3.3.10.	 In terms of access to the development sites, it is also noted that with the Tipner Interchange 
- as proposed in the Draft Western Corridor Transport Strategy - the Tipner development 
allocation of 1,600 units is deliverable irrespective of the Horsea Island bridge link. However 
up to around 1,000 units associated with Horsea Island combined with the Port Solent 
development (1,000 units) is dependent on the bridge link to provide adequate access 
capacity in addition to Port Way. 

3.3.11.	 Noting that the impact of the development is not limited to the immediate access junctions, 
this assessment has also examined the impacts of the development traffic on the 
surrounding network as it gravitates towards its ultimate destinations primarily in Portsmouth 
City Centre. Without the bridge link additional queuing and delays can be expected at the 
Port Way access junction and to a more limited extent the Johnson & Johnson Junction. An 
additional implication of the traffic being re-routed to and from Port Way, is that the other 
vehicles using the A27 may be displaced onto other more local and inappropriate residential 
routes in Paulsgrove and Wymering. The impact on the wider network beyond the 
immediate junctions is however negligible. 

3.4	 Benefits of the Scheme for Accessibility & Public Transport 

3.4.1.	 The inclusion of a new bridge link between Tipner and Horsea Island would offer the 
advantage of bus services that are modified and combined to serve the development sites 
directly from the A27 to the M275 at Tipner Interchange at the proposed Tipner Park & Ride 
site. It also enables sub regional improvements to connectivity, for example by linking the 
development sites to Fareham or perhaps beyond to Whiteley and to other strategic 
employment locations across the sub region. 

3.4.2.	 The bridge provides the key priority access for new public transport connecting the main 
corridor development sites together, using regional / express bus routes principally from 
Waterlooville to Portsmouth and Fareham to Portsmouth (also known as BRT/ZIP).2 The 

2 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
The regional express bus services referred to in this report are part of a wider proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
network for South Hampshire. One of the underlying objectives for sustainable development for Portsmouth is for 
public transport to have an impact on congestion both now and in the future on the approaches to the City Centre. 
To achieve a higher share of journeys using public transport, and significantly improved journey times for public 
transport users in the Western Corridor into the city will require a step change in the provision of public transport. 
Transport for South Hampshire has developed a conceptual BRT network for connections between the major 
centres in south Hampshire. The rationale behind the BRT network is that it should be designed to attract car 
users with competitive journey times and frequencies. It would operate where practical and feasible with the 
highest levels of segregation and priority over other vehicles and use high quality vehicles which are more like 
trams than buses. 

Phase 1 of the South Hampshire BRT network between Gosport and Fareham has now received funding and it is 
hoped that it will be operational by 2011. Fastrack in Kent is the closest comparison to the BRT envisioned for 
south east Hampshire. The Cambridge Guided Bus Way, when completed, will also reflect this definition with 
strong links to new housing and employment development. 
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Western Corridor Preferred Strategy recommends a bus gate between Port Solent and 
Horsea Island to prevent non-bus traffic using the Tipner-Horsea Link Bridge (this is reflected 
in the concept statement options). Therefore, with the bridge link Port Solent development 
traffic would access the road network via the Port Way junction, whereas Horsea Island 
traffic would use the bridge link. Option 3 outlines a scenario whereby a proportion of 
development at Port Solent is accessed from the Interchange, this being the scenario with no 
development at Horsea Island and hence a higher quantum is proposed at Port Solent. 

3.4.3.	 Without the bridge link, the Tipner and Port Solent/Horsea Island developments would not be 
inter-linked by public transport, but served individually through the extension of existing local 
bus services. BRT services would be re-routed around the M275 corridor without accessing 
the centre of the development sites directly; though Tipner would be served via the proposed 
interchange on the M275. The main bus route changes without the bridge would include: 

� Existing bus service 11 to be extended to serve the new developments; 

�	 Bus route 52 and 38B serving Port Solent via proposed bridge link to be diverted via 
M275 and Johnson and Johnson junction without serving Port Solent; and 

�	 Bus services 38B and 52 continue to serve Tipner via Tipner interchange. 

3.4.4.	 Under these conditions there would be both a reduction in the levels of public transport mode 
share that could be achieved for the developments, and a significant increase the journey 
times (plus approximately 30 minutes) for bus users (including non-development related 
travellers using these services between Fareham and Portsmouth). This further reduces the 
attractiveness of the bus services and hence the expected patronage levels and potentially the 
viability of the service. 

Public Transport Patronage and Performance 

3.4.5.	 As perhaps expected, the patronage levels in the morning peak remain similar for all services 
except 38b, 52 and 11 which are subject to lengthy diversions without the bridge link, and 
therefore seen to be less attractive (Table 3.8). 

3.4.6.	 Patronage for buses on routes 38b and 52 is significantly higher in the “with bridge” scenario 
compared to “without bridge” scenario. This reflects the fact that with the bridge link the bus 
services are able to draw on the catchments of the proposed development sites at Horsea 
Island and Port Solent. On-the-other-hand it is noted that Route 11 can be expected to 
achieve higher ridership without the bridge link as it remains the only bus route serving Port 
Solent (noting the route was also extended to serve the Horsea Island sites in this test). 

3.4.7.	 Clearly without the bridge link the Port Solent and Horsea Island develop sites will not be 
served by the BRT services (where these will be diverted along the M275 corridor), and hence 
the benefits of including the bridge link will be greater with higher patronage levels and mode 
share for development related trips. 
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Table 3.3 –Patronage on Selected Bus Routes Serving the Development Sites (2031 AM Peak) 

BRT Route Description Peak Bus Patronage 
Route With Bridge 

Link 
Without 

Bridge Link 
38b Inbound Queen Alexandra Hospital –The Hard via 

Horsea Island Bridge (Scheme 38) 
225 173 

38b Outbound The Hard – Queen Alexandra Hospital via 
Tipner-Horsea Island Bridge (Scheme 38) 

346 205 

52 Inbound Fareham Rail Station to The Hard 284 185 
52 
Outbound 

The Hard to Fareham Rail Station 586 436 

11 Cosham to Port Solent 13 207 

3.4.8.	 Finally, it is also noted that the modelling results demonstrate that the usage of the proposed 
Park & Ride at Tipner would be largely unaffected by the exclusion of the bridge link; the Park 
& Ride facility has been designed in large part to serve incoming trips from areas beyond the 
development sites. Without the bridge link the Park & Ride facility attracts around 130 cars to 
the Park & Ride site in the morning peak hour, this compares with 120 cars with the bridge link 
in place. Journey time from Tipner Park and Ride site to central areas of Portsmouth remain 
similar for both scenarios. 

3.5	 Benefits of the Scheme for Linking Development Areas 

Site Severance and Permeability 

3.5.1.	 Without the bridge link there would be significant physical severance between Tipner and 
Horsea Island development sites as well as Horsea Island and the city centre areas. The 
bridge link is seen to improve accessibility to jobs and services between the two developments 
and existing areas in the immediate vicinity of Tipner, delivering more cohesive and integrated 
residential and business communities. 

Demand Response 

3.5.2.	 As well as reducing the mode share of external trips by private vehicles, connecting the 
development sites with the bridge link is seen to reduce the number of vehicular trips 
generated by the developments on the external road network, with a larger proportion of 
internal trips borne about by improved accessibility to services between the two development 
sites (noting these are more likely to be by non-car modes). 

3.5.3.	 Removal of the Horsea Island bridge link from the Western Corridor Preferred Strategy is 
expected to lead to some level of trip suppression; as well re-timing journeys or not making 
the trip at all, trip suppression could also include redistribution of trips where people may 
choose different places to live and/or work. The model tests indicate that without the bridge 
link this might occur with up to 100 fewer trips. This is an indicator that bridge link enables 
greater accessibility to support developments and the take up of jobs and housing. 

Mode Share 

3.5.4.	 The total person trips by mode and the mode share for all motorised travel modes (i.e. 
excluding walking and cycling) for development sites are presented for the morning peak in 
Table 3.4. 
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3.5.5.	 Re-routeing the bus services to the M275 corridor in the scenario without the bridge link leads 
to a 60% decrease public transport trips from Port Solent and Horsea Island, significantly 
reducing the sustainability of the development. Without the bridge link the mode share of car 
trips increases to nearly 75% from around 65% with the link (i.e. public transport mode share 
drops from 35% to 25%) 

. 
3.5.6.	 The scenario testing shows that car usage for the Horsea Island development site is expected 

to decrease by 40% (nearly 200 car based person trips in the peak hour) without the bridge 
link. The lengthy detour via Port Way and Johnson & Johnson junctions for Horsea Island 
related trips to reach the city centre areas combined with extra delays at these two junctions 
has led to some trip suppression, reflecting the reduced attractiveness of Horsea Island as a 
place to live/work on the grounds of accessibility. Overall, removing the bridge link leads to 
suppression of nearly 10% trips originating or destined to development zones. 

3.5.7.	 In summary, linking the development areas will both improve connectivity by sustainable 
modes of transport improving mode share for trips generated by the developments and ensure 
permeability of movement to and within each development site, in doing so enhance 
integration with existing communities. 

Table 3.4 – AM Peak Person Trips by Mode/Percentage Mode Share (2031) (PWCM Area) 

Developments With Bridge Without Bridge % Change 
PT Car PT Car PT Car 

Port Solent 302 308 129 331 -57 7 
Horsea Island 250 518 87 338 -65 -35 

Tipner 297 830 327 827 10 0 
Total 849 1656 544 1496 -112 -10 

% Mode Share 34 66 25 75 -9 +9 

3.6	 Initial Benefit-Cost Assessment 

3.6.1.	 An indicative cost for the bridge link has been estimated comprising a capital cost of £25 
million (see Section 4 of this Study) and predicted maintenance costs of around £7.5 million 
over 60 years (based on 0.5% of the capital cost per annum in current prices). Compared 
against the expected benefits of including the bridge link in the context of delivering the full 
Portsmouth Plan housing allocation/wider regeneration suggests a strong case for providing 
the bridge link. 

3.6.2.	 The appraisal has been undertaken over a 60 year time period in line with DfT’s WebTAG 
appraisal guidance. For the purposes of this initial feasibility study the appraisal has been 
undertaken at a high level (and not to the level of detail required for a major scheme 
business case) and therefore uses information directly from the strategic transport model 
(i.e. delays, congestion and distance) to derive the transport user benefits of the bridge link 
which is principally journey time savings. 

3.6.3.	 This preliminary high level benefit to cost assessment under these conditions (i.e. assuming 
full Portsmouth Plan housing allocation) suggests a ratio of benefits to costs of around 10 to 
1. 

3.7	 Summary 

3.7.1.	 The modelling and transport evidence referred to above is intended to confirm or otherwise 
at an early stage the need for the bridge link to enable full development of the Port Solent 
and Horsea Island sites. The modelling exercise undertaken is on a comparative basis of 
two future scenarios (with and without the bridge) and is therefore intended to inform 
planning decisions. In this summary a number of key findings can be drawn from the 
assessments discussed above to inform the evidence base for the bridge link: 
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Enabling The Development 

�	 Without the bridge link access to the Horsea Island and Port Solent development 
strategic sites would be reliant on the Port Way access road, whereas the main access 
point for the Tipner site would be retained via the proposed Tipner Interchange on the 
M275; 

�	 In the absence of the bridge link development related traffic travelling between Horsea 
Island/Port Solent sites to central areas of the city centre (for example) will be subject 
to lengthy detours relative to a scenario which includes the bridge link. Average peak 
hour journey times to reach the central areas by car would increase by half an hour, 
resulting from a combination of increased distances travelled (four kilometres to the 
city centre) and higher levels of congestion and delays at key junctions; 

�	 Without the bridge link the resulting poorer levels of accessibility and congestion mean 
that the development will be less attractive and therefore reduced take up of housing, 
commercial space and regeneration; 

�	 In large part, the wider impact of not including the bridge link in delivering the 
Portsmouth Plan housing allocation within the western corridor area appears to be 
restricted to a couple of key junctions on the immediate highway network, including; 

- The M27 junction with Port Way; and 

- Johnson & Johnson Junction. 

�	 It is noted that the traffic impact of excluding the bridge link is negligible beyond the 
immediately adjacent network junctions – identifying the bridge link as a local scheme 
based on the extent of its impacts; 

Accessibility, Connectivity & Public Transport 

�	 Similarly, without the bridge link, the Horsea Island and Port Solent sites would not be 
served directly by the express bus services; hence development related trips wishing 
to continue using public transport would be reliant on local bus services. As a result 
public transport travellers between the development sites and the central areas would 
be subject to increases in travel times of up to half an hour, and therefore the mode 
share of car trips increases to nearly 75% from around 65% with the link (i.e. public 
transport mode share drops from 35% to 25%). With increased accessibility to public 
transport, the inclusion of the bridge link therefore achieves greater mode shift to 
sustainable (non-car) modes of transport; 

�	 Albeit a local scheme in transport modelling terms, the bridge link should be 
considered major infrastructure in a city-wide context as it is required to enable 
significant residential development and regeneration and would also enable access 
through Port Solent, Horsea Island and Tipner for regional / express bus routes 
principally from Waterlooville to Portsmouth and Fareham to Portsmouth (also known 
as BRT/ZIP).3 

3 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
The regional express bus services referred to in this report are part of a wider proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
network for South Hampshire. One of the underlying objectives for sustainable development for Portsmouth is for 
public transport to have an impact on congestion both now and in the future on the approaches to the City Centre. 
To achieve a higher share of journeys using public transport, and significantly improved journey times for public 
transport users in the Western Corridor into the city will require a step change in the provision of public transport. 
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�	 The bridge link will connect Tipner and Horsea Island significantly reducing severance 
between the two development locations and improving site permeability and access to 
jobs, services and public transport. Thereby removing the present requirement for bus 
services to terminate at Tipner and Port Solent which would have the benefit of 
reduced journey times and increased operational efficiency. Furthermore, the omission 
of the bridge link would also have an acute impact on servicing Horsea Island from 
other areas in central Portsmouth; 

Viability And Funding 

�	 A number of methods of financing the new bridge are available owing to the broad 
range of local and regional benefits. A preliminary high level benefit to cost 
assessment under these conditions suggests a strong case for the bridge link with an 
indicative ratio of benefits to costs of around 10 to 1 which reflects on the points above 

Transport for South Hampshire has developed a conceptual BRT network for connections between the major 
centres in south Hampshire. The rationale behind the BRT network is that it should be designed to attract car 
users with competitive journey times and frequencies. It would operate where practical and feasible with the 
highest levels of segregation and priority over other vehicles and use high quality vehicles which are more like 
trams than buses. 

Phase 1 of the South Hampshire BRT network between Gosport and Fareham has now received funding and it is 
hoped that it will be operational by 2011. Fastrack in Kent is the closest comparison to the BRT envisioned for 
south east Hampshire. The Cambridge Guided Bus Way, when completed, will also reflect this definition with 
strong links to new housing and employment development. 
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4	 Engineering Feasibility and Alignment Options 

4.1	 Data Sources 

4.1.1.	 Engineering feasibility and design options appraisal for the new bridge has been informed by 
the following data sets: 

�	 OS data 

�	 Aerial Mapping 

�	 LIDAR Mapping 

�	 Site visit and existing knowledge of the site and local area 

�	 Concept Statements, high-level masterplanning and mapping information currently 
available from Savills 

�	 Information currently available from Portsmouth City Council 

�	 Information currently available from the major scheme process for the Tipner/M275 
junction 

4.1.2.	 Savills have provided Ordnance Survey mapping and high level masterplanning information 
in relation to the wider area and specifically their work in developing the Concept Statements 
and development options for the three sites at Tipner, Port Solent and Horsea Island. A joint 
site visit with members of the Savills team that had produced the Concept Statements was 
also undertaken. 

4.1.3.	 At this high level assessment stage, detailed topographical data was considered to be 
premature. Therefore aerial photography of the site has been used to identify local features 
and in addition LIDAR mapping of the area was obtained to supplement the understanding of 
the local topography. This LIDAR mapping is recorded using an airborne laser profiling 
system. The results produce location and elevation data to define the surface of the area and 
the heights of above-ground features. The LIDAR data is processed to generate accurate 
“bare-earth” terrain model in which trees, vegetation, and manmade structures have been 
edited out. The LIDAR mapping has helped to further understand the topographical features 
of the area and to supplement the aerial photography, Ordnance Survey information and the 
topographical information available to the south of the study area that had been undertaken 
in association with the design for the major scheme bid for the Tipner junction. 

4.2	 Study Constraints & Assumptions 

4.2.1.	 The engineering feasibility study has been undertaken on the basis that the bridge is 
required in a location to link Tipner Point and Horsea Island. 

4.2.2.	 The bridge feasibility study is a civil engineering led assessment of the options, issues and 
possible alignments. It is recognised that the area identified for the bridge has a number of 
broader planning constraints relating to previous uses and ecological designations. However, 
for this initial feasibility study whilst these are recognised and acknowledged the assessment 
of these issues is not carried out in any detail. Other documents, including the Strategic 
Environmental Assessment of the Portsmouth Local Transport Plan and the Sustainability 
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Appraisal and initial Habitats Regulation Assessment Technical Note of the Concept 
Statement Options, have provided some further consideration of these issues. Future 
iterations of all these environmental assessments will consider the bridge options in further 
detail and with the additional benefit of the engineering solutions outlined in this document. 
In addition, any future planning application for the bridge will require an Environmental 
Impact Assessment and project level Habitats Regulations Assessment.4 

4.2.3.	 The assessment of the bridge options includes the order of construction costs envisaged for 
the new bridge and the potential viability of development sites, whereby the cost of the 
bridge reflects one area of new infrastructure that new housing could provide (along with 
flood defences, schools, social housing, etc.). As scheme viability is one of the key areas of 
importance, the bridge and road concept designs are on the basis of providing relatively 
simple and cost effective engineering solutions. Therefore the design options including 
structural form, materials, length of span, etc are considered on this basis. 

4.2.4.	 Drawing No. 24012/SK010 shows the local constraints within the study area for the new 
bridge and these are discussed in further detail below. 

4.2.5.	 The land to the north is the former Paulsgrove landfill site. This area is undergoing its final 
remediation treatment and will become a Country Park (anticipated opening to the public in 
2016). The former landfill has a drainage system that utilises a balancing pond in the south 
east corner of the site. The former landfill site is also reclaimed land. Following discussions it 
has been identified that the former landfill site and the balancing ponds are significant local 
constraints and that the bridge and connecting roads should, as a far as is practical, avoid 
these areas. 

4.2.6.	 There are a number of Grade II listed buildings located at Tipner Point area. The listed 
buildings are in close proximity to some of the alignment options and a further understanding 
of the possible impacts is likely to be required if such options for the new bridge are 
progressed. 

4.2.7.	 In addition to the listed buildings it is also important to consider the landscape implications of 
a new bridge on the wider area. To the west of Port Solent is Portchester Castle which is a 
medieval castle and former Roman fort. The castle is located at the head of Portsmouth 
Harbour and is a Scheduled Ancient Monument and a Grade I listed building. The setting of 
this listed building and the landscape implications of the new bridge and particularly those 
options to the west of the area, is likely to require further consideration in the event they are 
taken forward. 

4.2.8.	 The whole of the Portsmouth Harbour area is designated as a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI), a Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA) and a Ramsar site. At this initial 
engineering feasibility stage, whilst the designation of the Harbour is recognised, a detailed 
assessment of the impact of the bridge is not possible. The relative merits of the alignment 
options would be considered further when alignment options are pursued, along with 
methods to minimise the construction impacts of the bridge. Potential environmental 
challenges related to the Harbour are acknowledged but are not regarded as an obstacle to 

The Habitats Directive (more formally known as Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of 
natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora) is a European Union directive adopted in 1992 as an EU 
response to the Berne Convention. An application of Appropriate Assessment under Article 6(3) and 
(4) of the Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC to Development Plans is required where development plans or 
proposals are likely to have an affect on sites or species covered by the Habitats Directive. The Town 
and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 
apply to development proposals which are likely to have significant environmental impacts or those 
covered by relevant schedules. Environmental Impact Assessment is required in cases where there 
are likely to be significant environmental effects 
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address within this engineering feasibility stage of assessment. The SSSI designation also 
covers the south side of Horsea Island, although this lies to the west of the bridge study 
area. 

4.2.9.	 It is acknowledged that the previous uses of the Tipner Point area, which have included the 
salvaging and scrapping of boats and vessels over a considerable period of time, may have 
resulted in contamination of the land. However the information is not available for this to be 
assessed in detail at this stage. Similarly the nature of the ground conditions in the area is 
not known in detail. However, allowance is made in the construction cost estimates for the 
provision of piling for the new road. 

4.2.10.	 Portsmouth Harbour is a navigable waterway and as such proposals for a new bridge are 
likely to require an ‘Order’ being made under the ‘Transport and Works Act’. 

4.2.11.	 The new bridge could carry all forms of traffic and be suitable for bus access. It would also 
provide a shared pedestrian and cycle provision on one side of the carriageway. Such 
provision will enable the traffic and public transport strategies for Port Solent and Tipner to 
be achieved. It has been agreed with Portsmouth City Council for the target design speed for 
highway design purposes to be limited at 50 kph. Future implementation of this design speed 
should not be exceeded for the new bridge or for the local roads leading to the bridge. 

4.2.12.	 Each horizontal bridge alignment option includes consideration for both a ‘High level’ and 
‘Low level’ structure in the vertical plane. It was agreed that the high level options would be 
on the basis of maintaining the clearance from the navigable waters to the same height as 
the M275 bridge, located to the east of the study area. 

4.2.13.	 It was also agreed that the low level options should consider retaining some form of 
navigable channel under the bridge to allow for on-going inspections and maintenance of the 
M275 bridge. An alignment providing a clearance of 3.0m above the flood level therefore 
result in low level options that are approximately 1.5 metres lower than that of the high level 
(M275) options. Accordingly, the vertical alignment of the low level options will not be 
significantly different to the high level options. However some of the engineering temporary 
works and environmental considerations of the low level options may be different. 

4.3	 Opportunities 

4.3.1.	 The study area for the feasibility of the new bridge is the area directly to the west of the 
M275 bridge across the harbour. Therefore it would be sensible for any new bridge to be 
viewed in the light of the existing motorway bridge. For example, during the construction of 
the M275 bridge (during the 1970’s) there was an element of land reclamation from the 
harbour. The earthworks and embankments of the motorway will also provide opportunities 
for some of the alignment options. 

4.3.2.	 To the south of Tipner Point, the City Council are promoting a new interchange junction with 
the M275 (the Tipner Interchange). The scheme is included as a regional priority. A funding 
application for the new interchange has been submitted. Presently the scheme is under 
review as part of the Comprehensive Spending Review although it is considered to have 
good prospects for funding relative to other competing proposals across the Country. The 
new interchange will provide an additional junction to the M275, a new Park and Ride site for 
Portsmouth city centre and bus priority to the south of the junction. The Tipner Interchange 
proposals can be seen as the first stage of infrastructure provision to support the housing 
growth at Tipner. 
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4.4	 Design Requirements 

4.4.1.	 Discussions with Officers at Portsmouth City Council have led to the agreements of the 
following design parameters for the new bridge: 

�	 A 7.3m wide carriageway with a shared 3 metre footpath/cycleway along one side of 
highway and a 0.6 metre verge on the other side with a 0.5 metre allowance both 
sides for structural support to a parapet. 

�	 A 50 kph (30 mph) design speed for both the new bridge crossing and the adjacent 
road network. 

�	 The new bridge will be of concrete construction. Steel has been ruled out on the basis 
of the salinity of the air. It is well documented that weathering steel is not suitable in 
such an environment and PCC have experienced problems maintaining painted steel 
bridges within their bridge stock. 

�	 The bridge and the local roads would be provided with street lighting. 

�	 For the high level options the structural height will be in line with the existing M275 
bridge. 

�	 For the low level options the structural height should consider providing a clearance 
similar to an inland waterway. A 3 metre headroom above flood level results in an 
alignment approximately 1.5 metres lower than the existing M275 bridge. 

�	 The road is raised to a suitable height to cater for the 1 in 1000 year flood event in 
order to provide a safe means of access for the new housing. 

�	 From an aesthetic point of view, smooth curved lines are preferred over straight 
edges. 

�	 The level of land reclamation for the new bridge should be as limited as possible. 

�	 At this stage, due to historical knowledge of the area, an allowance should be made 
for piling to support the new roads leading to the bridge both north and south. 

�	 The new bridge would be able to provide a connection for a new 300mm diameter 
sewer pipe (possibly required as part of the proposed East-West sewer upgrade). This 
can be accommodated either sleeved through the concrete box girder or precast 
concrete beams or alternatively suspended from the edge cantilever 

4.4.2.	 It is against the above requirements along with the constraints and opportunities of the study 
area that the engineering feasibility and construction costing exercises have been 
undertaken. 
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4.5	 Consideration of Alignment Options 

Introduction 

4.5.1.	 The brief for the engineering feasibility work identified two broad alignment options to be 
considered. Alignment Option A is adjacent to the M275 bridge. As discussed above both 
high and low level options are considered in relation to this option, although in reality the 
difference between the two, at 1.5 metres, is not material in terms of the alignment but it will 
require less earthworks. This option includes a new roundabout north of the bridge, south of 
the former landfill site, to allow the access road to change direction more acutely in to the 
land on Horsea Island. 

4.5.2.	 A further sub option, Option Ai, has also been considered. This is the same as Option A, but 
with the roundabout described above substituted with a continuous transitional curve, access 
road. 

4.5.3.	 The second bridge option is Option B and provides a crossing from the edge of Tipner Point. 
Again high and low options are considered on this alignment. 

4.5.4.	 In addition to the two alignment options set out above, it was also agreed that PBA should 
consider any alternative alignment options. Consequently, two further alignment options 
have been considered on this basis. Option C is an alignment which has its southern 
approach close to the M275, and then crosses the harbour at an angle to the M275, instead 
of following the alignment of the motorway as in A. Option D is an option that provides a 
longer crossing to the west of Option B and not reliant on using Tipner Point. 

4.5.5.	 All of the four horizontal alignment options are shown on Drawing No. 24012/SK010. Each 
of the options is discussed in greater detail in the following section of the report in terms of 
the key issues and high level design feasibility, alignment, road connections and earthworks 
and broad level of construction cost. 

4.5.6.	 The high level version of each option rise to the same road level as the existing M275 bridge, 
to provide the same navigational clearance beneath. 

4.5.7.	 The low level version of each option is proposed to provide a typical inland waterway 
clearance of 3m to allow for some navigational access below the bridge even if this is only 
required for bridge maintenance or emergency purposes. 

4.5.8.	 In line with standard Environment Agency requirements, the other constraint on the vertical 
alignment is providing a minimum of 0.6m above the extreme tidal level to the soffit of all the 
bridge spans, limiting how low the vertical alignment can extend at the end of the bridge. 
This combined with the length of the bridge for most options means that the high level and 
low level options do not differ significantly with regard to their impact on the development 
land. This also applies for Option A, where the length of road runs along the M275 
embankment. 

4.5.9.	 The photograph overleaf shows the existing M275 bridge characteristics 
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Option A 

(It is assumed that this option would use a new roundabout north of the bridge to 
change the road direction and route past the former landfill site rather than a 
continuous curve) 

Key Issues and a High Level of Design Feasibility 

4.5.10.	 This design option would result in a new bridge being built next to the existing M275 bridge. 
The new bridge would have an independent superstructure deck, but would utilise and 
modify the existing embankments for the motorway and possibly the existing piers and 
foundations. The new bridge would span the same distance as the existing motorway bridge 
and utilise an existing track to the north with modified embankments provided. 

4.5.11.	 Bridge Drawings 24012/SK011 and 24012/SK012 show the Option A bridge in cross and 
long section. The bridge option for alignment Option A is a 104 metre long crossing, adjacent 
to the M275. 

4.5.12.	 This alignment will have the least visual intrusion as it would be mostly viewed as part of the 
existing M275 crossing of the harbour. 

4.5.13.	 The M275 is lit with high level lighting in the central reserve, as such the night time visual 
impact of this alignment option is also likely to be minimal. 

4.5.14.	 Option A would result in two bridge structures being in close proximity to each other. In line 
with standard recommendations, the bridge decks have been separated by 2 metres to 
prevent people attempting to cross from one to the other. The bridge spans would be 
chosen to match existing to provide a new bridge that is sympathetic in appearance to the 
existing bridge, and minimise the impact on the harbour bed. It is likely that the piers, 
abutments and substructure would be formed as an extension to the existing ones. 
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Consideration as to the access requirements for future maintenance and repair of the both 
bridges would need to be considered in detail if this option is pursued. 

4.5.15.	 To the south of the bridge the earthworks would tie back in to the area where there is a 
further structure carrying a local access lane under the M275. On both the high and low 
options the raised embankment for the road would have returned to the level required for a 
safe route in the 1:1000 year flood event. However this level would have some implications 
for the existing structure and these are discussed further below. 

4.5.16.	 The height of the bridge with the Option A alignment is perhaps less sensitive in terms of the 
visual impact, but there is a further consideration to be made in terms of the views of drivers 
between the two bridges. The new bridge is being designed to a much lower design speed of 
50kph (30mph). The M275 however has a speed restriction of 60 mph in place. With the high 
level bridge option drivers on the new bridge would be travelling on a very similar parallel 
route to the M275 at the same height and with motorway traffic visible to them, but expected 
to travel at half the speed. This could represent a safety issue, similarly motorists on the 
M275 may be distracted by a parallel two way bridge in close proximity. Attempts to mitigate 
this in the outline drawing have been applied by indicating a 1.8 metre tall solid parapet on 
the east verge of the new bridge. This in turn would however obscure the view of 
Portsmouth Harbour for traffic coming into the city along the M275 as it crosses the existing 
gateway structure. The lower bridge option for A would mean that there would be a metre 
and a half difference between the new bridge and the motorway, meaning that such visibility 
and driver awareness issues would be reduced. 

4.5.17.	 Pedestrians and cyclists on the new bridge may also consider that the low option would 
provide an improved environment to that of the high level option where they would be 
vertically and horizontally adjacent to the busier M275 traffic with associated noise and 
exhaust emissions etc. 

4.5.18.	 Similarly for both the low and the high level options on this alignment, the lighting of the new 
bridge would need careful consideration. Adding street lighting in close proximity to the 
existing motorway could cause confusion to motorists on the M275. In addition the lighting 
would also represent an environmental issue although this would have to be considered in 
context with the existing M275. 

4.5.19.	 Providing a 50 metre central span in concrete to match the existing M275 presents some 
challenges with regard to the form of construction. This is outside the range of standard pre
cast pre-stressed beams, and there is currently a moratorium on pre-cast segmental 
concrete bridges in the UK. This length of crossing is considered outside the economic 
range of using incrementally launched concrete bridges. It is therefore considered that 
balanced cantilever in-situ construction is the most appropriate form of construction. This 
has the further advantage of allowing for a curved soffit, in sympathy with the existing bridge. 

Alignment, Road Connections and Earthworks 

4.5.20.	 The alignment of this option is shown in Drawing 24012/SK001. South of the new bridge 
roads connect with the existing Tipner Lane, the new Tipner interchange slip roads and 
finally the modified embankment to connect to the new bridge. The level of the new road will 
enable a safe means of access in the event of a 1 in 1000 year flood event occurring. This 
will mean that the levels will be raised above the existing level for the entire route by some 
degree. This has implications for the existing structure under the M275 where headroom 
would be reduced by approximately 1.5 metres from the current situation. The use of this 
structure as a local link may need to be considered in light of this and also the limited height 
that can be provided. 
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4.5.21.	 North of the new bridge crossing, the alignment again utilises the existing motorway 
embankment which would be modified in the location of the existing access track. 

4.5.22.	 Further to the north there is a need for this Option to link westwards to the development area 
of Horsea Island. This northern area of the alignment is on a bend which would be situated 
on a new area of embankment. Options to reclaim more areas of land on this frontage could 
be possible. However, given the conservation status it is assumed that this would be an area 
of new embankment to support the road with a culverted drainage management strategy to 
enable the wetland to the north and east to be retained. The alignment continues to a 
roundabout, which is used to change the direction of the road westwards to the proposed 
new housing area at Horsea Island. This roundabout provides the ability to ensure that the 
alignment minimises any encroachment onto the former landfill site and balancing pond. 

Option A – Broad Construction Cost Estimate 

4.5.23.	 The broad level of construction cost for the Option A alignment has been calculated with the 
knowledge available of the locality and in relation to the scheme drawings and specification. 
At present there are a number of areas of cost that are excluded which would become more 
clear following more detailed study. Similarly, there are some broad assumptions made in 
terms of the requirement for piling for the new road. 

4.5.24.	 The costs for all of the alignment options include all of the elements listed in Appendix A. 
The costing exercise excludes items listed in Appendix B. 

4.5.25.	 In addition the costs for each option include an optimism bias equating to an 80% percentile 
uplift for fixed links, which has been added to the costs to reflect the uncertainty that exists at 
this stage of scheme design. This rate equates to an uplift to the basic cost of 55% which 
has been taken from ‘The British Department for Transport Procedures for Dealing with 
Optimism Bias in Transport Planning Guidance Document’ dated June 2004. 

4.5.26.	 The construction cost for the Option A alignment with the high level crossing is estimated at 
£19.2 million. In material terms, the low level Option A alignment is likely to reduce the cost 
by less than half a million pounds, however there may be other cost benefits associated with 
the temporary works. An even lower option would look incongruous against the existing 
M275 bridge and still only reduce the cost by less than half a million pounds, with no other 
apparent benefit. 

Option B Alignment 

Key Issues and a High Level Design Feasibility 

4.5.27.	 The Option B alignment would provide a new bridge at the narrowest point between Tipner 
Point and the Horsea Island coastline, although the length of the crossing is considerably 
greater than that of Option A. 

4.5.28.	 Drawing 24012/SK013 shows the new Option B bridge with a cross section and long section 
provided. This option has a 265 metre bridge with a 40m main span. There are seven 25m 
side spans to the north and two 30m side spans to the south. A 40m main span has been 
chosen as the longest span available using precast prestressed beams. An allowance for 
GRP cladding to the elevations has been included in the cost estimate to enhance the visual 
appearance by providing an apparently varying soffit level. 

4.5.29.	 An alternative method of construction would be to use an incrementally launched bridge, 
however this would be better suited to a series of equal spans and is likely to carry a cost 
premium. This alternative would result in a structure that would look more like a viaduct than 
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a bridge structure as it would lack a central main span as a visual focus point, and would 
result in taller longer approach embankments, due to the increased structural depth. 
However it could be used to form the bridge using fewer spans and therefore reduce the 
impact on the harbour bed. At present however this alternative has not been considered 
further. 

4.5.30.	 This alignment will have a greater degree of visual intrusion as it would be viewed as a stand 
alone bridge to that of the M275 crossing of the harbour. This may offer the opportunity for 
the bridge to be considered as a more landmark feature associated with the developments 
but the landscape consideration of the listed buildings, both those at Tipner Point and at 
Portchester Castle, would need to be considered further. The new bridge would be lit and as 
such the visual impact of this alignment at night will also need to be considered. 

4.5.31.	 The height of the bridge with the Option B alignment is perhaps more sensitive in terms of 
the wider visual impact on the harbour and coastline. This option also has greater 
implications for the listed buildings on Tipner Point, as the approach roads to the crossing 
will have to pass in close proximity to these listed buildings. The southern approach 
embankment is assumed to be in reinforced soil to minimise the footprint of the embankment 
to allow it to pass by these buildings. 

4.5.32.	 To the south of the bridge the earthworks would tie in to the area where there is an existing 
structure carrying a local access lane under the M275. As with Option A, the need to provide 
a safe route in the event of a 1 in 1000 year flood event will mean that the levels of the 
existing roads will be raised through-out and this would have some implications for the 
existing structure under the M275. 

4.5.33.	 The bridge would not have a visual interaction between motorists on the motorway, due to 
the separation and alignment of the two bridges. 

4.5.34.	 This option presents an opportunity to create an active frontage ‘street’ running through the 
heart of the new development. 

4.5.35.	 Pedestrians and cyclists on the new bridge would be likely to perceive this alignment more 
positively than an alignment which follows that of the motorway. 

Alignment, Road Connections and Earthworks 

4.5.36.	 The alignment of this option is shown in Drawing 24012/SK002. To the south the roads 
connect utilising the existing Tipner Lane to the Tipner Point before crossing the harbour 
using the new bridge. Significant new earthworks will be required on each approach to the 
bridge and in addition further earthworks to enable a safe means of access in the event of a 
1 in 1000 year flood event occurring will also be required throughout the route. 

4.5.37.	 North of the new bridge crossing this alignment utilises a new embankment with the new 
road linking to the Horsea Island development area. This bridge alignment is more central to 
the Horsea Island site meaning that the change in direction and issues of the former landfill 
site and its balancing pond are of less concern. 

Broad Construction Cost Estimate for the Option B Alignment 

4.5.38.	 The broad level of construction cost for the Option B alignment has been calculated in a 
similar way to Option A, utilising the knowledge available, the scheme drawings and 
specifications. The included elements are again those listed in Appendix A and exclusions 
are listed in Appendix B. The same optimism bias criteria has been applied to the costs to 
allow for the level of uncertainty that exists at this stage of scheme design. 
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4.5.39.	 The construction cost for the Option B alignment with the high level crossing is estimated at 
£21.4 million. This cost reflects the additional cost of the longer harbour crossing with this 
option and the reduced cost of linking to the Horsea Island site. In material terms, the low 
level Option B alignment is likely to reduce the cost by less than half a million pounds, 
however there may be other cost benefits associated with the temporary works. 

4.5.40.	 An even lower option would lack the vertical curvature and result in a visually poor design, it 
would interfere further with the navigable water and would still provide an interruption to the 
view of Portchester Castle. Such an option would only reduce the cost by less than half a 
million pounds. 

Other Bridge Alignment Options Considered 

Option Ai - variation on Option A to route past the former landfill site and balancing 
pond through ‘curved’ approach to bridge (assumed to be 50 kph design speed) 

Key Issues and a High level Design Feasibility 

4.5.41.	 This option is really a sub-option of Option A utilising the same bridge crossing and approach 
adjacent to the M275. The difference between the options is that in place of the roundabout 
to the north of the route in Option A, the road connects westwards to the Horsea Island 
development through a standard curve. Many of the issues associated with the Option A 
alignment therefore apply to this option. Again to the north of the main span there is a need 
to link westwards by utilising a further embankment, with culverts provided to retain the 
coastline south of the former landfill site. 

4.5.42.	 The northern alignment of this option is the only difference to Option A. The removal of the 
roundabout in this option is likely to lead to the issues discussed further below. 

4.5.43.	 The roundabout provides some ability to control the speed of traffic, both travelling north into 
Horsea Island and that travelling south. The more sweeping curve may be less effective in 
this regard. In addition the roundabout would arguably offer a greater sense of arrival at 
Horsea Island than the curve solution. 

4.5.44.	 The roundabout provides an ability to more radically alter the alignment of the road on 
Horsea Island. As such it enables greater scope to ensure that encroachment into the former 
landfill site is minimised. The curved alignment is dictated by the design criteria for the speed 
of road concerned and this necessitates that the alignment passes further north towards the 
southern edge of the former land fill site. At this stage the detail of how close the alignment 
is permitted to route past the former land fill site is yet to be clarified and therefore this could 
be an issue with this option. 

4.5.45.	 The curved alignment provides some cost advantage as no new junction is required and the 
scale of the earthworks on the northern coastline are reduced, but this needs to be 
considered against the certainty that impact on the landfill site is minimised. Finally the 
curved alignment may offer some advantage in terms of a reduced environmental impact as 
the roundabout junction on the edge of the coastline is not included. 

4.5.46.	 Otherwise the Option Ai alignment shares the majority of the same properties, advantages 
and issues as raised with alignment Option A. 
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Alignment, road connections and earthworks 

4.5.47.	 The alignment of this option is shown in Drawing 24012/SK003. The southern area of the 
scheme is identical to that of Option A with only the connection north into Horsea Island dealt 
with differently. The route will enable a safe means of access in the event of a 1 in 1000 year 
flood event occurring. This will mean that the levels will be raised above the existing level 
through-out the route to some degree. 

Broad Construction Cost Estimate for the Option Ai Alignment 

4.5.48.	 The broad level of construction cost for the Option Ai alignment has been calculated on a 
similar basis to Option A with the same items included, excluded and the same optimism 
bias applied. 

4.5.49.	 The construction cost for the Option Ai alignment with the high level crossing is estimated at 
£18.6 million. In material terms, the low level Option Ai alignment is likely to reduce the cost 
by less than half a million pounds, however there may be other cost benefits associated with 
the temporary works. An even lower option would look incongruous against the existing 
M275 bridge and only reduce the cost by less than half a million pounds, with no other 
apparent benefit. 

Option C - ‘angled’ bridge towards Horsea Island 

Key issues and a high level design feasibility 

4.5.50.	 The Option A alignment, as discussed above, results in a need to route across to the south 
of the former landfill from the M275 to the Horsea Island development site. In addition there 
could be operational issues in being situated parallel to the M275. A further alternative to this 
is to maintain the southern approach to the bridge in a similar location to that of Option A, 
close to the Tipner junction, but then to cross the Harbour at a new crossing at an angle to 
that of the M275 to Horsea Island. The crossing would be increased to 440 metres in length 
with a main span of 40 metres and sixteen 25 metre side spans. 

4.5.51.	 This option results in a significantly increased length of crossing across the Harbour but as a 
consequence avoids the need for the road re-alignment to the south of the former landfill 
site. 

4.5.52.	 Option C would result in a new bridge being constructed in a similar nature to Option B. 
There would be limited interaction with the existing M275 under this option. 

4.5.53.	 This alignment would have a reduced level of visual intrusion compared to Option B, 
although the length of the new crossing is likely to mean that it would not be viewed as part 
of the existing motorway crossing of the harbour. 

4.5.54.	 The M275 would be relatively close to this alignment however and the visual impact of this 
option at night may be less than Option B. 

4.5.55.	 The separation of the two structures would limit issues relating to future maintenance or the 
interaction of vehicles travelling at different speeds, as the bridge alignment would not follow 
the M275. 
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Alignment, road connections and earthworks 

4.5.56.	 The alignment of this option is shown in Drawing 24012/SK005. To the north of the bridge 
this alignment option links directly into the Horsea Island site and there is no need to route to 
the south of the former landfill site. 

4.5.57.	 To the south of the bridge the earthworks would tie back to the Tipner interchange. Both the 
high and low options for this alignment would return to the level required for a safe route in 
the 1:1000 year flood event. 

Broad Construction Cost Estimate for the Option C Alignment 

4.5.58.	 The broad level of construction cost for the Option C alignment has been calculated on a 
similar basis to Option A and B with the same items included, excluded and the same 
optimism bias applied. 

4.5.59.	 The construction cost for the Option C alignment with the high level crossing is estimated at 
£29.3 million. In material terms, the low level Option C alignment is likely to reduce the cost 
by less than half a million pounds, however there may be other cost benefits associated with 
the temporary works. An even lower option would lack the vertical curvature that visually 
gives this option a sense of purpose whilst only reducing the cost by less than half a million 
pounds, with limited other apparent benefit. 

Option D - Alternative Alignment to the west of Option B on PCC Land 

Key issues and a high level design feasibility 

4.5.60.	 Option D is the option farthest west in the Harbour. This option involves a very lengthy 
crossing of the Harbour, which would result in an overall crossing length of 540 metres with 
a main span of 40m and twenty 25m side spans. 

4.5.61.	 The location of this alignment option is likely to have the greatest significant in terms of the 
visual impact on Portchester Castle and environmental impacts on the Harbour. 

4.5.62.	 There would be very limited interaction with the M275 with this alignment option. The land 
ownership for this option utilises Portsmouth City Council’s land to the south before crossing 
to Horsea Island. 

Alignment, road connections and earthworks 

4.5.63.	 The alignment of this option is shown in Drawing 24012/SK006. The alignment for Option D 
consists of a road connection between the Tipner interchange and the bridge crossing 
location to the west which would route to the south of the retained Harbour School. The 
alignment of the road is dictated by the need to route between the retained school to the 
north and the MOD firing range to the south. 

4.5.64.	 To the north of the crossing this alignment meets Horsea Island some distance to the west of 
the other alignment options having crossed the harbour to the west of Tipner Point. 
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Broad Construction Cost Estimate for the Option D Alignment 

4.5.65.	 The broad level of construction cost for the Option D alignment has been calculated on a 
similar basis to Option A, B and C with the same items included, excluded and the same 
optimism bias applied. 

4.5.66.	 The construction cost for the Option D alignment with the high level crossing is estimated at 
£36.0 million. In material terms, the low level Option D alignment is likely to reduce the cost 
by less than half a million pounds, however there may be other cost benefits associated with 
the temporary works. An even lower option would lack the vertical curvature that visually 
gives this option a sense of purpose whilst still providing an interruption to the view of 
Portchester Castle and only reducing the cost by less than half a million pounds, with limited 
other apparent benefit. 

Lifting Bridge Options 

4.5.67.	 A lifting bridge can be used when the aim is to provide a low level fixed link that still allows 
for the occasional navigation of craft underneath. The most famous example of this form of 
bridge is Tower Bridge in London. However these come with a high initial and maintenance 
cost burden, especially in a saline atmosphere. This report has shown that the topography 
means that the existing navigational clearance can be achieved without the problems 
associated with a lifting bridge. Therefore this form of bridge is unnecessary and has not 
been considered any further in this report. 

Long Span Options 

4.5.68.	 Alignment options B, C and D could be bridged using a long span bridge, for example a 
cable stayed crossing. The following disadvantages mean that this option has not been 
considered any further in this report: 

�	 Significant cost increase; 

�	 Greater visual intrusion, when a landmark bridge is not envisaged; 

�	 Greater structural depth at the abutment, leading to longer approach embankments 
and loss of development land. 

4.6	 Connection between Port Solent and Horsea Island 

4.6.1.	 In addition to the bridge alignment option an additional part of PBA’s brief was to consider 
the provision of a connection between the Horsea Island and Port Solent sites that would 
provide bus priority, pedestrian / cycle link and emergency access. This link will be required 
to gain public transport access to Port Solent and Horsea Island and to provide a strategic 
public transport corridor linking into Portsmouth city centre and beyond. 

Key issues and a high level design feasibility 

4.6.2.	 At this stage the details of the control of this route to deter general traffic have not been 
considered in detail and the specification assumed for this route is for a standard 7.3 
carriageway with a shared footway / cycleway provided. 

4.6.3.	 There is a need to minimise the impact of this link on the open grass area to the west as it is 
a site of major importance to Brent Geese. There is also a need to provide the link to 
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minimise the impact on the former landfill site located to the east. The precise extend of the 
landfill is unknown at present and will require more detailed investigation, it is intended that 
the location of the link road will be on the edge of the capped landfill. 

4.6.4.	 The topography in this locality means that some earthworks will be required but the 
alignment has been provided to minimise this and as far as possible to work with the existing 
topography. 

Alignment, road connections and earthworks 

4.6.5.	 The alignment of this connection is shown in Drawing 24012/SK004. To the north this link 
would provide a connection to the existing roundabout on Port Way/Marina Keep. To the 
south a new roundabout within the Horsea Island would be formed. 

Broad Construction Cost Estimate for the Connection between Horsea Island and Port 
Solent 

4.6.6.	 The broad level of construction cost for link between Horsea Island and Port Solent has been 
calculated on a similar basis as the roads within the main bridge crossing with the same 
items included, excluded and the same optimism bias applied. It should be noted that for a 
road only item the guidance recommends a lower uplift figure of 32% is applied, but given 
the uncertainty surrounding ground conditions the higher 80% figure has been retained. 

4.6.7.	 The construction cost for the new link is estimated at £4.5 million. This will be an additional 
cost to each of the bridge crossing totals. 

4.7	 Summary of each Alignment Option and Options that can be 
discounted at this high level feasibility stage 

4.7.1.	 The four broad options for the alignment of the new bridge (A, B, C and D) have been 
considered in relation to the assessment of the engineering feasibility above, the 
environmental implications and the cost / viability. 

4.7.2.	 The tables below provide a summary of the pros and cons of the four alignment options. 
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OPTION A
 
Key Bridge Statistics:
 

 Bridge – approx 104m long as existing adjacent M275 bridge (50m main span, with 2 
no. 27m side spans) 

 Approach retaining walls within M275 embankment – approx 260m long 
 Culverted embankment across mudflats – approx 140m long 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Impact on adjacent motorway operation during •	 Shortest bridge crossing route 

construction •	 Utilises existing reclaimed land at the toe 
•	 Adjacent motorway traffic encourages link road of M275 embankment 

traffic to travel faster (low level version could •	 Most discrete crossing 
provide some mitigation for this) •	 Likely form of construction enables bridge 

•	 Long retaining walls required for approaches to vary in depth, improving the aesthetics 
•	 Interaction with Highways Agency required on of the bridge elevation 

the northern approach •	 Northern and Southern approaches can 
•	 Interface with existing architectural feature on remain within Portsmouth City Council 

M275 bridge land 
•	 Main span length would need to match existing 

M275 bridge, putting it outside the range of 
common UK construction techniques for 
concrete bridges. For example, insitu balanced 
cantilever construction, rather than precast 
prestressed beams would be used 

•	 Environmental impact of significant 
embankment across mudflats 

OPTION B
 
Key Bridge Statistics:
 

 Bridge – approx 250m long (40m main span, with 6 no. 25m side spans and 2 no 30m 
side spans) 

 Reduced main span length of 40m assumed acceptable due to separation from M275 
bridge 

 75m southern approach ramp on reinforced soil to reduce footprint and mitigate impact 
on listed building as the road to lowers to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

 45m northern approach ramp for road to lower to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Shortest overall length (compared with • Environmental disturbance to harbour bed from 

combined length in Option A of bridge, construction of 8 no. piers 
approach retaining walls and embankment • Most economic form of construction leads to 
across mudflats) aesthetic challenge of flat soffits (GRP cladding 

•	 Assuming 40m main span permissible, included to provide some mitigation for this) 
can be constructing using common UK • Requires land negotiation for the southern 
construction techniques for concrete approach 
bridges (i.e. precast prestressed beams) • Proximity of listed buildings on the south side 

•	 Separation from M275 would allow gives rise to a challenging horizontal alignment 
development of a landmark gateway 
structure (for additional cost) 
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OPTION C
 
Key Bridge Statistics:
 

 Bridge – approx 440m long (40m main span, with 16 no. 25m side spans) 
 Reduced main span length of 40m assumed acceptable due to separation from M275 

bridge 
 45m approach ramps at each end for road to lower to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Assuming 40m main span permissible, • Environmental disturbance to harbour bed from 

can be constructing using common UK construction of 16 no. piers 
construction techniques for concrete • Most economic form of construction leads to 
bridges (i.e. precast prestressed beams) aesthetic challenge of flat soffits (GRP cladding 

•	 Separation from M275 would allow indicated to provide some mitigation for this) 
development of a landmark gateway • Higher cost crossing 
structure (for additional cost) 

•	 Southern approach alignment could be 
adjusted to remain within Portsmouth 
City Council land (some approach 
retaining wall would be required along 
the M275 embankment) 

OPTION D 

Key Bridge Statistics: 
 Bridge – approx 540m long (40m main span, with 20 no. 25m side spans) 
 Reduced main span length of 40m assumed acceptable due to separation from M275 

bridge 
 60m approach ramps at each end for road to lower to extreme tidal level of 4.5mAOD 

Pros	 Cons 
•	 Assuming 40m main span • Environmental disturbance to harbour bed from 

permissible, can be constructing construction of 20 no. piers 
using common UK construction • Most economic form of construction leads to aesthetic 
techniques for concrete bridges challenge of flat soffits (GRP cladding indicated to 
(i.e. precast prestressed beams) provide some mitigation for this) 

•	 Separation from M275 would allow • Higher cost crossing 
development of a landmark 
gateway structure (for additional 
cost) 

•	 Southern approach remains within 
Portsmouth City Council land 

4.7.3.	 It is considered that both Option A and Option B are likely to be feasible options to take 
forwards. They are also both of a similar order of construction cost. On balance there is a 
marginal preference for the Option A low level scheme, taking into account the 
environmental issues as well as the engineering feasibility aspects. The temporary works 
and construction methodology would contribute a great degree to the delivery of the bridge 
and it is recommended that discussions with a major contractor with recent experience of a 
major water bridge crossing are entering into in taking the scheme forward. At this stage of 
engineering feasibility investigation it is recommended that both Option A and Option B 
should remain in consideration at the current stage of investigation and further progressed. 
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4.7.4.	 Option C and D are considered to be able to be discounted at this stage, primarily as the 
viability case of such options is likely to be more challenging to achieve and as the 
environmental issues are more challenging. 

4.7.5.	 The Figure below illustrates a summary of the relative performance of each of the alignment 
options, based upon professional judgement and comparing the cost, environmental 
considerations and engineering feasibility for each of the four options, as discussed above. 
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4.8	 Significant risks associated with the options 

4.8.1.	 There are a number of significant risks associated with the bridge that need to be considered 
as the scheme is taken forward. These are highlighted below:

Former landfill and balancing pond 

4.8.2.	 There is a need to minimise the impact on the former landfill site and as the design 
progresses further understanding and consideration of this as a constraint and the 
implications of earthworks and construction in close proximity to the southern side of the 
former landfill site will be required. 

Land ownership and acquisition 

4.8.3.	 Any alignment of the bridge involves a number of land owners therefore the City Council will 
need to seek their agreement and or acquire the land to deliver the new bridge. 

Environmental constraints 

4.8.4.	 The ecological value of the area in and around Portsmouth Harbour is significant. As 
previously stated it is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), a Special 
Protection Area (SPA) and a Ramsar site. The land to the south of Marina Keep is also 
designated as a site of major importance to Brent Geese. 

4.8.5.	 Future assessment work (including hydro dynamic modelling) to understand the implications 
of the bridge side spans within the channel would need to be undertaken to determine the 
implications of changes to the flow regime, erosion and deposition. These could result in 
changes to the conditions and feeding potential for birds. Consideration of the impact of 
noise (including during construction) and lighting on the birds would also be required, as well 
as consideration of the construction impacts within the tidal channel. 

4.8.6.	 Implications of the bridge both on the groundwater and in relation to the drainage from the 
new bridge would also need to be considered in detail. In addition the landscape impact 
and impact on the setting of the listed buildings (both at Tipner Point and Portchester Castle) 
would also be required. Option B passes very close to the listed buildings on Tipner Point, 
and requires the use of reinforced soil to support the embankment necessary to raise the 
road to flood defence level whilst clearing the listed building. 

4.8.7.	 The environmental constraints could have implications for the design, programme (timing of 
works) and cost of the bridge. Mitigation measures could be considered, including 
increasing the span distances of the side spans, but these would increase the cost of the 
bridge substantially. 

4.8.8.	 There are therefore a considerable number of environmental constraints which relate to the 
scheme and these will need thorough investigation to understand the impact of the proposals 
and what mitigation can be provided. Any mitigation measures would also need to be costed 
and understood fully. 

Ground condition and contamination 

4.8.9.	 Whilst some information is available on the land, the fact that much of the land is reclaimed 
and potential contamination (historical land uses and land reclamation), the precise ground 
conditions and contamination are largely unknown at this stage but are understood to be 
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poor / unfavourable, therefore allowance has been made for piling of the new roads. Further 
investigation of the ground conditions and contamination will be required to understand the 
nature of the conditions, the challenges that this represents and cost implications. 

Navigable Waterways 

4.8.10.	 As the new bridge will result in a change being made to the navigable waterway it is likely 
that this will have a bearing on its promotion and it may necessitate an Order under the 
Transport and Works Act (TWA) 1992. TWA orders can be made in relation to works that 
interfere with rights of navigation in waters up to the limits of the territorial sea, such is the 
case with the new bridge. The TWA allows a promoter powers to carry out and use works 
that interfere with navigation rights. They also may be used to enable compulsory powers to 
buy land or the right to use land during construction. 

4.8.11.	 The relevant Secretary of State, in this case for Transport, would be responsible for deciding 
whether to make the Order, or not. The TWA order itself does not grant planning permission 
which could be applied for separately to Portsmouth City Council in the usual manner or 
applied for within the TWA application, directly to the Secretary of State. 

4.8.12.	 Documents required to make a TWA Order application would include an environmental 
statement, a statement of the aims of the proposal, scheme drawings, costings, funding 
arrangements, etc. 

4.8.13.	 The timescales for this process can vary significantly, but could take up to 2 years; which 
would be factored within the overall phasing and delivery of the scheme, in line with the 
housing delivery at Tipner, Horsea Island and Port Solent. 

Achieving funding & timescale of delivery 

4.8.14.	 This is covered in the following Section of this report. The Concept Statement identifies the 
Tipner, Port Solent and Horsea Island sites as delivering new housing over a period from 
2013 to 2027. The bridge will be required to be delivered within this period of time to provide 
the benefits as set out in Section 2 of this report. Delay to the delivery of the infrastructure of 
the bridge could result in a proportion of housing delivery being delayed. 

4.9	 Summary 

4.9.1.	 Both Option A and Option B are considered to remain viable options for the proposed new 
bridge. 

4.9.2.	 The comparative construction costs are considered to be broadly similar between Options A 
and B. 

4.9.3.	 Future assessment required to understand the key risks better and take forward the scheme 
have been identified above. 

4.9.4.	 In addition, work to gain funding for the scheme should be progressed in light of the 
timescales (as set out in the following Section of this report) and the requirement for the 
bridge to facilitate new housing (as covered in Section 2 of this report) 
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Scheme Delivery and Promotion 

5.1.1.	 The bridge link will be required to enable all of the development growth planned at Horsea 
Island and Port Solent as outlined in the Portsmouth Plan.  Its implementation is a key 
condition of the planning in the area, however, the timing of implementation will be phased to 
reflect procurement and commercial delivery considerations. There are a number of sources 
of funding for the bridge including (and not restricted to): 

� Developer Funding (CIL/Local Levy/Section 106) 

� Public Subsidy (Local, Regional, National) 

� Local Asset Based Vehicles (LABV) / Tax Incremental Funding 

5.1.2.	 At this stage in the Portsmouth Plan preparation process the Feasibility Study acts to 
illustrate the broad range of potential delivery mechanisms to enable the bridge link. This 
includes technical engineering and high level costs. The study outlines potential 
mechanisms of delivery. 

5.1.3.	 Table 5-1 below sets out the potential funding sources and the possible risks currently 
known for each option. It has been assumed that a key driver of successful funding and 
delivery will be the economic case for the scheme. This, in combination with the 
development of the scheme within the national funding process (post 2014 and beyond) 
means that an early indication of economic benefits would be highly advisable. This would 
provide the basis for a high level review of the combination of different funding streams that 
might be required to deliver the project. In turn this would inform the Funding Route Map 
(see Figure 5-1). Appendix C sets out some further details on Major Scheme Business Case, 
Community Infrastructure Levy and S106 contributions as potential areas of funding for the 
new bridge. 
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Table 51: Potential Funding Sources and Indicative Ranking 

Funding Source/ 
Agency 

Delivery 
Mechanism 

Comments Risks 

Central Government 

DfT Major Scheme 
Funding 

Would form the majority of the 
funding package if approved. 
Requires the development of a 
Major Scheme Business Case. 

Major scheme funding would need 
to be justified by the improvement 
of accessibility, enabling 
development and linking 
development areas 

Dependant on approval of Tipner 
Interchange DfT MSB funding 
approval. May be subject to
5DaSTS outcomes. 

Business Case with 6BCR in 
excess of 2.5 required or higher. 
Pressures on Central Government 
funding up to 2015 

DfT 7Urban 
Challenge Fund 

Previous government proposal to 
replace TiF, subject to new 
administration review 

Uncertain in the short term, likely 
that some mechanism will be put 
in place 

HCA Kick Start/ other 
programmes? 

Quantum of funding uncertain 

Regional and Local Funding 

Integrated 
Transport Block 
/ Local 
Transport Plan 
contribution 

Likely to be around 10% Dependant on Regional funding 
priorities 

8TfSH/PUSH Contributions dependent on 
central government funding. 
Tipner is a priority allocation. 
The new bridge will enable a 
public transport corridor to be 
delivered along with pedestrian 
and cycle routes 

Dependant on funding priorities 
but priority scheme 

Regional Investment 
Fund (RIF) 

RIF RIF is likely to be very modest and 
dependent on funding priorities 

Competes with many other 
schemes 

Portsmouth City 
Council 

Provides benefits for walking, 
cycling and public transport. 
Enabler housing delivery. 

The scheme is a priority for the 
Council subject to wider funding 
considerations 

EU Funding 

Regional Board/ Entity JESSICA (Joint 
European 
Support for 
Sustainable 
Investment in 
City Areas) 

European Investment Bank driven 
development fund. Allows 
Managing Authorities to use a 
proportion of European Structural 
Funds to invest in revolving funds. 

Research required on current 
status, if any with the region. May 
take the form of equity, loans and / 
or guarantees delivered to 
projects via Urban Development 
Funds 

Regional Board/ Entity TENT – TEA Trans- European Network grant 
funding. EU co-financing of 20% 
to 50% for priority transport 
projects and 10% for non priority 
projects 

Whilst the Tipner interchange is 
on the TENS network calls on 
these fund are intensely 
competitive. Project eligibility 
would need further examination 

5 DaSTS: Delivering as sustainable Transport system review of Transport Priorities. Currently under review within 
SEEDA but phase 2 (options development)may be cancelled by new administration.
6 Benefit Cost Ratio 
7 The Urban Challenge Fund is the proposed replacement for TiF (transport Innovation Fund, currently out to 
consultation)
8 TfSH (Transport for South Hampshire is the delivery mechanism for economic growth and leads on transport) 
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Funding Source/ 
Agency 

Delivery 
Mechanism 

Comments Risks 

Private Sector Development Contributions 

Tariff /CIL Agreed Tariff The new bridge will increase the CIL may be replaced by a Local 
contributions accessibility by public transport of 

the sites and will also provide 
pedestrian and cycle connection 
between the sites. The bridge will 
also provide vehicular access for 
the Horsea Island site. 

Levy although details have not 
been provided. The justification of 
a charge is to realise the 
development value created by the 
grant of planning permission, and 
utilise this for projects which 
directly aid new development and 
the existing community. High level 
evidence on infrastructure delivery 
has been created supporting the 
Portsmouth Plan, however, 
no detailed CIL work has been 
advanced. 

Pooled Development 
Contributions (Section 
106) 

Section 106 Dependent on land assembly 
process and ability of landowners 
to pay 

The new bridge will increase the 
accessibility by public transport of 
the sites and will also provide 
pedestrian and cycle connection 
between the sites. The bridge will 
also provide vehicular access for 
the Horsea Island site. 

'Pooled S.106' contributions will 
no longer be permitted from 1st 
April 2014 under the CIL 
proposals, although this may be 
subject to change. It is likely that 
some form of Levy will replace the 
widespread use of S.106 

Private/ Public Sector Financial Instruments 

9LABV Agreement Agreement drawn up between 
landowners and local authority/ 
agencies 

Relatively new mechanism 

Tax Increment 
Financing 

Agreement Agreement drawn up between 
landowners and local authority/ 
agencies 

Untried in UK. Being considered 
by some authorities/ Treasury 

9 Local Asset backed Vehicle 
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5.1.4.	 Figure 5-2 overleaf illustrates the relationship between development timescales. The figure 
demonstrates the dependencies of funding applications and other local critical infrastructure, 
such as the Tipner interchange. Timescales are indicative but illustrate the process and 
possible delivery timescales. 

5.1.5.	 The recent election of the Coalition Government has resulted in a degree of uncertainty 
about the future of CIL. It could be that CIL is replaced by a 'Local Levy' which operates on a 
similar basis of 'capturing' increases of land value to fund infrastructure delivery. The present 
CIL regulations restrict the use of Section 106, notably from 1st April 2014, where the use of 
'pooled contributions' will cease. Given the timescales of implementation, and owing to this it 
is advised that the City Council strongly considers the use of CIL or Local Levy equivalent to 
enable fair and reasonable contributions from all new development in the city to assist with 
the funding of the bridge, which in a sub regional sense will have wider strategic benefits 
(notably for access to the city centre). Regardless of the CIL/ Local Levy system imposed, 
the principle of development which requires the bridge to mitigate its transport impacts 
contributing towards its implementation is established, and can be mitigated via conventional 
Section 106 contributions. This will likely be the case for some development at Port Solent 
and all at Horsea Island. 
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6	 Summary and Conclusions 

6.1	 Summary points relating to justification of the scheme 

6.1.1.	 The modelling and transport evidence referred to in this report is intended to confirm or 
otherwise at an early stage the need for the bridge link to enable full development of the Port 
Solent and Horsea Island sites. The modelling exercise undertaken is on a comparative 
basis of two future scenarios (with and without the bridge) and is therefore intended to inform 
planning decisions. In this summary a number of key findings can be drawn from the 
assessments discussed above to inform the evidence base for the bridge link: 

Enabling The Development 

�	 Without the bridge link access to the Horsea Island and Port Solent development 
strategic sites would be reliant on the Port Way access road, whereas the main access 
point for the Tipner site would be retained via the proposed Tipner Interchange on the 
M275; 

�	 In the absence of the bridge link development related traffic travelling between Horsea 
Island/Port Solent sites to central areas of the city centre (for example) will be subject 
to lengthy detours relative to a scenario which includes the bridge link. Average peak 
hour journey times to reach the central areas by car would increase by half an hour, 
resulting from a combination of increased distances travelled (four kilometres to the 
city centre) and higher levels of congestion and delays at key junctions; 

�	 Without the bridge link the resulting poorer levels of accessibility and congestion mean 
that the development will be less attractive and therefore reduced take up of housing, 
commercial space and regeneration; 

�	 In large part, the wider impact of not including the bridge link in delivering the 
Portsmouth Plan housing allocation within the western corridor area appears to be 
restricted to a couple of key junctions on the immediate highway network, including; 

- The M27 junction with Port Way; and 

- Johnson & Johnson Junction. 

�	 It is noted that the traffic impact of excluding the bridge link is negligible beyond the 
immediately adjacent network junctions – identifying the bridge link as a local scheme 
based on the extent of its impacts; 

Accessibility, Connectivity & Public Transport 

�	 Similarly, without the bridge link, the Horsea Island and Port Solent sites would not be 
served directly by the express bus services; hence development related trips wishing 
to continue using public transport would be reliant on local bus services. As a result 
public transport travellers between the development sites and the central areas would 
be subject to increases in travel times of up to half an hour, and therefore the mode 
share of car trips increases to nearly 75% from around 65% with the link (i.e. public 
transport mode share drops from 35% to 25%). With increased accessibility to public 
transport, the inclusion of the bridge link therefore achieves greater mode shift to 
sustainable (non-car) modes of transport; 
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�	 Albeit a local scheme in transport modelling terms, the bridge link should be 
considered major infrastructure in a city-wide context as it is required to enable 
significant residential development and regeneration and would also enable access 
through Port Solent, Horsea Island and Tipner for regional / express bus routes 
principally from Waterlooville to Portsmouth and Fareham to Portsmouth (also known 
as BRT/ZIP). 

�	 The bridge link will connect Tipner and Horsea Island significantly reducing severance 
between the two development locations and improving site permeability and access to 
jobs, services and public transport. Thereby removing the present requirement for bus 
services to terminate at Tipner and Port Solent which would have the benefit of 
reduced journey times and increased operational efficiency. Furthermore, the omission 
of the bridge link would also have an acute impact on servicing Horsea Island from 
other areas in central Portsmouth; 

Viability And Funding 

�	 A number of methods of financing the new bridge are available owing to the broad 
range of local and regional benefits. A preliminary high level benefit to cost 
assessment under these conditions suggests a strong case for the bridge link with an 
indicative ratio of benefits to costs of around 10 to 1 which reflects on the points 
above. 

6.2	 Summary points relating to engineering feasibility and alignment 
options 

6.2.1.	 The engineering feasibility has assessed four broad alignment options utilising the 
information available at this high level design stage. 

6.2.2.	 There are pros and cons of each alignment option which have been identified and discussed 
within the report. Both Option A and B are considered viable options at this initial feasibility 
stage. 

6.2.3.	 The broad costs of all the options has been considered within Option A identified as 
approximately £19.2 million to construct. Option B is costed at £21.4 million. 

6.2.4.	 The walk, cycle, bus and emergency link, which is integral to the implementation of the 
bridge to deliver access to and between the Horsea Island and Port Solent sites, has also 
been assessed and costed at a further £4.5 million. 

6.2.5.	 A list of significant risk items for future investigation has been provided, these include the 
former landfill site, land ownership, environmental constraints, ground conditions / 
contamination and the potential need for a TWA Order. 

6.3	 Summary points on scheme delivery and promotion 

6.3.1.	 There are a number of potential sources of funding for the bridge ranging from a local tariff 
on development, local authority funding, EU grants and Central Government funding. These 
options will be explored as the scheme is promoted further. 
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Figures and Drawings 

Figure 1 – Transport Consultants Brief Study Area 

24012/SK010 - Constraints and Alignment Options 

24012/SK011 and SK012 – Option A Alignment Details of Cross Section and Long Section 

24012/SK001 – Option A Alignment 

24012/SK013 – Option B Alignment Details of Cross Section and Long Section 

24012/SK002 – Option B Alignment 

24012/SK003 – Option Ai Alignment 

24012/SK005 – Option C Alignment 

24012/SK006 – Option D Alignment 

24012/SK004 – Bus Only Connection between Horsea Island and Port Solent 
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Appendix A - Construction Costing Inclusion 

Site Clearance 
� Clearing site vegetation (mechanical) 

� Disposal 

� Excavating top soil average depth 150mm 

Road Restraint Systems 
� Safety Barrier 

� Parapet along reinforced soil embankment & wingwalls 

� Parapet along M275 edge 

Earthworks 
� Geogrid at base of embankment 

� Embankment fill to 4.5m flood defence level 

� Mudflat embankment 

� Geogrid for reinforced soil retaining wall (by face area) 

� Fill for approach embankments (by volume) 

Pavements 
� Seeding of verge 

� Urban two lane 7.3m wide link road 

� 32m ICD Roundabout 

Piling 
� Piled grid for road support (per metre of road) 

� Piles to bridge main span pier 

� Piles to bridge intermediate pier 

� Piles to bridge abutments 

� Cofferdam to install piles/pilecap/pier 

� CFA piled retaining wall along M275 (per metre of road) 
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Structural Concrete 
� Bridge deck 

� Extra for balanced cantilever in-situ construction 

� Extra for precast beam installation over water per span 

� Retaining wall pilecap 

� Reinforced earth embankment parapet foundation 

� Wingwalls 

� Mudflat culverts 

Stonework 
� Stonework facing to retaining wall 

Miscellaneous 
� GRP cladding 

Preliminaries, overhead and profit 
� 25% 

� 80% Percentile Optimism Bias 

� 55% for fixed links (bridge options) 

� 32% for roads (bus link) 

Engineering contribution costs and reasonable maintenance costs 
Atkins requested that engineering contribution costs and reasonable maintenance costs be added to 
the figure they received. These are in addition to the construction costs quoted in the report and have 
been solely used in Atkins’ initial benefit / cost ratio assessment. 

Reasonable maintenance costs have been taken to be equivalent to a commuted sum for 
maintenance. This has been calculated based on 20% of structural costs. 

Engineering contributions costs have been taken to be site investigation and design fees. These have 
been estimated as 2% and 6% respectively for the bridge options, with a lower design fee of 4% for 
the bus link. 

Summary of costs on this basis: 

Option Description Construction 
Total 

Other Costs 
Total 

Grand Total 
Rounded 

Option A Adjacent to M275 with roundabout £19,162,045 £2,284,044 £21,500,000 
Option A(i) Adjacent to M275 no roundabout £18,558,555 £2,269,820 £20,900,000 
Option B Bridge from Tipner Point £21,440,778 £2,657,518 £24,100,000 
Option C Between Tipner Point and M275 £29,294,464 £3,885,773 £33,200,000 
Option D West of Tipner Point £35,981,292 £4,779,267 £40,800,000 
Bus Link Port Solent to Horsea Island £4,447,861 £169,978 £4,700,000 
(Exclusions as listed in Appendix B) 
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Appendix B - Construction Costing Exclusion 

Excluded items from overall construction cost estimates 

i. VAT 

ii. Land purchase 

iii.	 Non design related Professional Fees 

iv.	 Approvals 

v. Utility diversions 

vi.	 New utility supplies 

vii.	 Surveys 

viii.	 Remediation of pollution / contaminated land 

ix.	 Remediation of former landfill site 

x. Environmental mitigation 

xi.	 Council / approvals/ inspection/ legal / CPO / Transport Works Act Order fees 

xii.	 It has been assumed that access to the area for construction will not be unreasonably 
restrained 

xiii.	 A site investigation should be undertaken to determine ground conditions to provide a 
more accurate estimate 
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Appendix C - Major Scheme Business Case, CIL and S106 
Information 

Major Scheme Business Case 

The Regional Transport Board sets regional priorities for investment in new transport infrastructure in 
the south east. 

In order to promote a major scheme (those costing over £5 million pounds) a Major Scheme Business 
Case (MSBC) is required in order to secure funding from the Department for Transport 

For each scheme promoted through the MSBC it is necessary to demonstrate that the scheme is 
justified and that it:

�	 Is the best solution to the identified problems / meeting the objectives 

�	 Has a reasonable chance of success 

�	 Has confirmed funding 

� Remains justifiable under a range of outcomes 

The MSBC funding allocations are undertaken on a 3 staged process, as follows:

�	 Programme entry – equivalent to provisional approval once initial case made to the DfT. The 
timescales for the preparation of a MSBC are approximately 12 -18 months with a following period 
of review by the Department of 6 months prior to a decision being announced. 

�	 Conditional Approval – this is reached once statutory powers are in place in relation to the 
scheme. This is likely to take a minimum of 6 months but would be dependant on the scale and 
scope of assessment required to support a planning application. 

�	 Full Approval – achieved once the final supplier prices are secured in relation to the scheme. In 
terms of timescales this is likely to be a further 3 - 6 months to prepare. It is possible to prepare 
and submit a joint Conditional and Full Approval Business Case to further 

For the Programme Entry Submission the MSBC would usually address the following:

�	 The Strategic Case – identifying problems, opportunities and objectives which the scheme would 
address, process of option generation and selection 

�	 The Value for Money Case – monetary comparison of positive and negative impacts of the 
scheme 

�	 The Delivery Case – demonstrating how the scheme would be delivered to time and budget 

�	 The Commercial Case – procurement strategy and commercial risks 

�	 The Financial Case – demonstrating that the costs estimate is robust and the funding strategy 
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Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

The enabling legislation for the CIL came into operation in April 2010. The CIL aims to introduce a 
fairer, more transparent and more certain system of capturing developer contributions. At the heart of 
a CIL is a charging schedule setting out the mandatory levy for each type of development based on a 
rate per square metre or ‘metric’. 

A CIL is aimed to supplement public funding in line with a local authority’s Development Plan. To 
introduce a CIL the following will need to be in place:

� An adopted Core Strategy 

� An evidence base demonstrating the cost of infrastructure needed to support development 

� An understanding of the viability implications of a CIL on development within the area 

It is possible that the introduction of a CIL could part contribute to the cost of funding the new bridge 
but it is likely that this contribution would only meet a proportion of the overall cost involved given the 
need to ensure viability of the sites concerned. The future of CIL is somewhat uncertain at present as 
a result of the change in Government and this may have implications in the future or an alternative 
tariff system may result. 

S106 Contributions 

S106 obligations could be sought on a site by site basis, although this is likely to be less transparent 
and open. Given the need to improve the accessibility of all of the sites along the western corridor 
through a step change in public transport provision to attempt to apportion a strategic element of 
infrastructure such as the new bridge would require a site by site approach. 

Any S106 contribution needs to meet the 5 tests as set out within Circular 05/2005 of being 

‘(i) relevant to planning; 

(ii) necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in planning terms; 

(iii) directly related to the proposed development; 

(iv) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed development; and 

(v) reasonable in all other respects’ 

In seeking S106 contributions towards the new bridge the link between the benefits of the bridge in 
terms of improved accessibility, as outlined earlier in this report, would have to be quantified and 
related to the S106 sum in an equitable and auditable manner. 
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